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Preparing Dishes for Guests 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
أم0 ,+ه0 <=7ن , ,- د75ات 9.5 ا"8+ا. ,+و ( ا5- ا"7ا6+ 5+د ا0123ص ا".- ,+و ()'م%$: ا"! أة

آA مBO@0K وإ"%0 ا7Mاع م)BKC م0G+HI"..A".. Jء, ".CE ان, د75ات ر@!BC او د75ات 3هA ا3@ ة
م[ وض , م]Z اذا آXM0 ا"+75ة م7ج7دV 9.5 ا"8+ا وا0M 05زمT5 B  أ012ص. ا3آA ,+ك <QR ه0

م[ وض أ0c6 A!5,- ا7M <8+ي , أ012صT(" _`a b, A!5  ااM- "!0 ,+ي أA!5 إM- م0 
م!=J أآZت , 7M ا<[0ج5k, k+اد ثBCM0 <'ورM-اوi م!=J ا. مJ خ!0gcش ")e12 J) T..ال..ه0ي

BCM0> BKC(ت مZآk, 0%K5 و ()7ض+, lCQ"0ش ا%OR, 0م BKC(م . -Q`) Aأآ  a7m) زمi oC0ن هT5و
e12 J) T(" 0شgc!خ . lcK!"ا J5 0رةO5 7ن=m, p0 <=7ن ا")'وم!" BCcCq "ا BO0 ا"7جK5 05دة

.. ,pG !, 9`cm,  ا"7s, +!K, 'O1اM- آV COهrا,  ,V7!c خO' 2 اك'وخO, ا".- ه0O5 7رة J5 رز
 JO."ا" ز..ا tQC, J)+(, ,JO."7ق ا" ز اa tQC, J)+(, , Jم tgG7,  وKH7ز و" Jات م c=!"ا

, م)7RH ,v"0ن, م]Z آA ث!J أ012ص ,=7ن أم0م%$ BCKH. ا".B!R 9.5 أن <=7ن ا"`tg آV CO ج+ا
BKC(ق م w -a ,ا".- ه p)+C.`m"ق ا g"7 اOR, 0سM -alcK!"0و"7ا اKm) $%)+)ق ا w J5 7Mأ - , -aو

JRs"وا p7آT"وا p`.(!"0, lcK!"0و"7ا اKm, 0سM . pC!@ر ymM0اذا م0 آ XCO"ا $)7 5'اM05دة أ -a
,=7ن أآA , وا5+اد آCO ة آV Cm آV Cm م].T5 0m  أ012ص أو ث!J أ012ص أو خ!20gc  أ012ص

م!=J أ7H zOwاM- ,  م!=J أzOw م`.B,7,مJ1cم!=J أzOw , م!=J أzOw ا0M م]Z مlcK, م7Kع
B!R" ,دج0ج -M7اH A!5أ J=!م.. Z[آ7@0 ورق م V7ر%Tم B.0 أآK5 A!5أ J=!ج+ا , م BO(mوه0ي م

,0Rول إM- أ7.1Owا ه0ي ا"B1Og م]Z مt ا7Mاع .. ضC[-..0Mka "!0 ,+ي أآ م ,mC-, و,+ه0 وXG أآ] 
05دة ,=7ن ا3آA م7Kع وأآ]  مJ . J ا"0Q1رم!=J اA!5 م]Z ا7Mاع م, <BCM0 م!=J اA!5 م)0KEت

V ]s"9.5 ا lKH .  
 
 
English translation: 

 

Woman: One must consider the number of people one invites. For lunch invitations, they 
are either official invitations or invitations for family, for neighbors, for friends. Each 
occasion has its own types of dishes to be served. For example, if it’s a luncheon and I 
have invited 10 persons, when I prepare food, I’m not supposed to cook for only 10 
persons. I’m supposed to prepare enough for 15 or 20 people. First, I may be surprised by 
extra visitors, or perhaps a guest doesn’t like a certain dish so he goes for another one, 
and that’s why there must be enough food for 15 to 20 persons. Usually if there is a feast, 
the main dish is el-Mansaf which consists of rice and a bread called Shraa bread. This 
bread is spread widely on big trays, soaked with meat broth … with yoghurt, then rice is 
added; after rice, yoghurt is added, nuts such as almond and pine seeds, and pieces of 
meat -- provided that the pieces are very big. 
 
For example, every eight persons would share a tray, plates, and spoons. There are certain 
methods [to eating this dish]. Some people like the traditional way, which is using hands 
to eat el-Mansaf; and there are other people who would eat el-Mansaf by using a spoon 
and fork and a plate.   



 
Usually, if feasts are not official or don’t have many, many people -- for instance 10 
persons or eight persons or 15 persons -- then the food is diverse. I might cook, for 
example, el-Mansaf; I might cook musakhan; I might cook maklube; I might cook meat 
dishes; I might make chicken dishes, or I might cook a famous dish called stuffed 
zucchini which is a very tiring dish and requires a long time to be prepared. So if I want 
to welcome a guest in my house, I would cook, for instance, this dish, or other kinds of 
dishes. I might make pastries; I might make ... ah … for instance, types of vegetables. 
Usually the food is diverse and there is more than one type on the table.   
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